
“Understanding what is in use within an
organization wouldotherwise be a mostly
manual process... The big return for us is the
creation of efficiencies within our service
delivery team.”

Access & Account Inventory Management

Quickly spot what applications employees are
adopting in the shadows that are putting your critical
business data at risk.

Discover and automate the documentation of your
entire desktop, business, and SaaS applications
inventory. Our powerful solution works in the
background, requiring no additional effort to document.

Jon Fitzryk, Braden Business Systems

Discover, monitor,
manage and secure
SaaS apps
Eliminate Shadow IT for your clients with 
Auvik SaaS Management. With SaaS
Management practices being a tablestake of
the modern MSP, it’s time to take the next
step of securing and supporting your client. 

What does this mean?

Powerful & Automated Discovery

Understand Risky Shadow IT

Understand where s risks come into play across the
entire app stack. Be alerted and stay up-to-date on
compliance risks in your business, such as employees
sharing accounts or using service accounts.

Replace manual questionnaires and tribal
knowledge with an automated SaaS and
account inventory
Reviewing shadow IT on a regular cadence
with customers during your CBR/QBRs
Accurately driving employee on-board &
offboard journeys with automatically
generated checklists

Access 14 Days of ASM for Free

https://www.auvik.com/saas-management/#Free-trial


62%

2.1) Establish and Maintain a Software
Inventory
2.3) Address Unauthorized Software
5.1) Establish and Maintain an Inventory of
Accounts
5.5) Establish and Maintain an Inventory of
Service Accounts

Unlock Your Complimentary 14 Day ASM Access

of employee time spent in your 
clients environments is in the 
browser using web applications to get
their job done.

It's an integral part of what we want to do with our clients. Employees
often do the wrong thing, and they'll continue to do the wrong things
unless you can have a big bright flashlight on those things. ASM tells
us which systems people are using. It's a problem if they're outside
the scope of the standard system provided by the company. That's
crucial because employees don't necessarily protect their own
systems adequately. 

Dean Mechlowitz, CEO, TEKRiSQ

As your clients employees work day to day,
they use one critical thing to get their job
done: SaaS. Software-as-a-service has
exploded in organizations, especially those
with hybrid environments. So much so that
the average company has nearly 
126 SaaS applications.

Unlocking Visibility For Your MSP
It’s critical to understand everything in your
client environment so you can be a
knowledgeable, trusted advisor. This includes
what SaaS tools are in use and how
employees access them. ASM can help with
these supporting CIS controls:

1: According to an Auvik Study “The Growing Problem of Shadow IT” (Link)
2: Study completed by Gartner (Link)

488 is the average amount of business
applications in use at the average 100-
person company.
(~126 of these are SaaS   ) 

40% of applications in your client
environments are likely shadow IT.
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more than one quarter of logins on
corporate devices are with 
personal accounts.1

Applications In Your Client Environments
By the Numbers

https://www.auvik.com/saas-management/#Free-trial
https://www.auvik.com/franklyit/blog/what-is-shadow-it/
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3996830


Multi-tenant deployment with all major
RMM vendors. (<10 minute per client)
Application Stack alignment with your MSP
business stack & global rules/overrides.
Branded reports for client onboarding,
employee onboard/off-boarding, and
CBR/QBR reports
Dual pane of glass for co-managed clients
with granular permissions.

Automate the SaaS and account
inventory build to support CIS  
2.1/2.3/5.1/5.5.

Supporting the ever-evolving SaaS ecosystems
of your clients can be complicated, but Auvik
SaaS Management is here to make it easy.
Built for MSPs to help solve the SaaS
Management problem your way. 

Designed for MSPs
Supporting client environments of SaaS can
already be challenging, so Auvik SaaS
Management was designed to be deployed,
managed, and used in client environments
without friction for your customers.

Troubleshoot client environments
faster with accurate information and
turn SaaS-based and web application
access tickets over faster.

Leverage your valuable vCIO/TAM  
resources even better. They can focus
on strategic discussions, knowing they
will have top 10 shadow IT in their
CBR/QBR reports.

Unlock Serious Efficiency Within your MSP
by using Auvik SaaS Management.

Recover significant time back when
onboarding & off-boarding employees
in your client environments, with
automatically built checklists.

Try Auvik SaaS Management for 14 Days

Xperteks uses Auvik Network & SaaS Management to deliver a
stable, secure, and productive environment for our clients. This
enables us to deliver an environment that the client doesn’t have
to worry about and one that we don’t have to spend unnecessary
hours supporting.

Marcial Velez, CEO, Xperteks

https://www.auvik.com/saas-management/#Free-trial

